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1. "That you may know that there is judgment" 
Rabbi Aba begins by reminding us that it is only those who study the Torah and abide by all her ways that are protected by guardian angels and 
have the Shechinah rest on them. He says that the sword in "be afraid of the sword" is the evil tongue of the serpent. God has a sword with which he 
punishes the wicked, and anyone who speaks with the evil tongue will be punished with it. Rabbi Elazar says that people do not try to understand 
God's will even though the supernal Announcer speaks to them every day.

1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses, saying: 'This shall be the Torah of 
the leper in the day of his cleansing'" (Vayikra 14:1-2). Rabbi Aba 
opened the discussion with the verse: "Be afraid of the sword: for 
wrath brings the punishments of the sword that you may know that 
there is judgment (Heb. shadun)" (Iyov 19:29). It is PRONOUNCED, 
"shadun," but spelled shedin (lit. 'demons'). Observe in how many 
ways people should guard their way, fear the Holy One, blessed be 
He, and not depart from the right way, and people should neither 
transgress the laws of the Torah nor ever leave her.
 

 

2. He who does not learn the Torah and does not strive by her is 
scorned by the Holy One, blessed be He. The Shechinah does not 
rest upon him and the guardian ANGELS who accompany him TO 
PROTECT HIM depart from him. Moreover they stand before him 
proclaiming: 'Withdraw from this man, for he does not honor his 
Master'. Woe to him, for he is abandoned by the upper and lower 
beings and has no part in the way of the living.
 

 

3. When man makes an effort in serving his Master and learns the 
Torah, many guards are there to protect him. The Shechinah also 
rests upon him and everyone proclaims: 'Honor the image of the 
King! Honor the son of the King! He is protected in this world and 
the World to Come! Blessed be he!'
 

 

4. Come and behold: the evil tongue of the Serpent, with which he 
spoke to the woman, brought death upon the man, the woman, and 
the whole world. Thus, it is written: "And their tongue a sharp 
sword" (Tehilim 57:5), referring to the evil tongue. Therefore, "be 
afraid of the sword," NAMELY the evil tongue. What does the 
following verse mean? "For wrath brings the punishments of the 
sword." This is "the sword of Hashem," for as we learned, the Holy 
One, blessed be He, has a sword with which He punishes the wicked, 
as it is written: "the sword of Hashem is filled with blood" (Yeshayah 
34:6). It is also written: "My sword shall devour flesh," (Devarim 
32:42) FOR THIS IS THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT WITHIN MALCHUT. 
Therefore, "be afraid of the sword for wrath brings the punishments 
of the sword that you may know that there is judgment," WHICH 
MEANS that you know it has been so decreed, and THAT ANYONE 
who has a sword in his tongue - NAMELY, HE WHO SPEAKS WITH 
THE EVIL TONGUE - is punished with the sword that destroys all, 
FOR THIS IS MALCHUT FROM THE SIDE OF JUDGMENT. This is the 
meaning of: "This shall be the Torah of the leper"; THAT IS, 
MALCHUT FROM THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT, WHICH IS CALLED 
'THIS', JUDGES THE LEPER FOR HIS EVIL TONGUE, BECAUSE 
PLAGUES COME FROM THE EVIL TONGUE.
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5. Rabbi Elazar cited the verse: "Like the birds that are caught in the 
snare, so are the sons of men snared in an evil time" (Kohelet 9:12). 
Although we have already learned this verse, come and behold: 
people are not aware of their Master's desire and do not listen to it, 
nor do they look to it. The supernal announcer goes before them 
every day to awaken them, but no one is there to listen to him and no 
one awakens his spirit to worship his Master.
 

 

 
 
2. When night comes 
We read about what happens when night falls and people go to sleep, and are told that at midnight God goes into the Garden of Eden to walk with 
the righteous. Those who are awake study the Torah and praise God until morning, at which time the angels all praise Him and lovingkindness is 
drawn to the Congregation of Yisrael. Anyone who does not wake up to worship God will come to judgment in the end.

6. When the night falls and the gates are closed, a chasm in the great 
abyss is opened and many battalions of demons present in the 
world. Then, the Holy One, blessed be He, casts sleep upon all 
human beings in the world AND CASTS SLEEP even upon those who 
are awake, NAMELY THE RIGHTEOUS. AND THE SPIRITS go around 
the world and inform people of different matters IN THEIR DREAMS, 
part of which is false and part of which is truth. People are thus 
linked with them in their sleep.
 

 

7. When the north wind is awakened at midnight, a flame comes out 
and slaps the rooster's wings and it cries. Then, the Holy One, 
blessed be He, comes into the Garden of Eden to delight Himself 
with the righteous. An announcer comes out and proclaims, and all 
people awaken in their beds. Those who are awake stand by their 
beds to worship their Master. They learn Torah and praise the Holy 
One, blessed be He, until the morning comes.
 

 

8. When the morning comes, all the battalions of angels above praise 
the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written: "When the morning 
stars sang together" (Iyov 38:7). Many gates are then opened on all 
sides and the gate of Abraham, THE SECRET OF CHESED, is opened 
to the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and invites all 
the people of the world TO ENJOY THE CHASSADIM, as it is written: 
"And Abraham planted a tamarisk in Beer-Sheva" (Beresheet 21:33). 
MALCHUT IS CALLED 'BEER-SHEVA', AND ABRAHAM PLANTED A 
TREE OF CHESED THERE.
 

 

9. How will a man who does not wake up to worship his Master come 
before the King when Judgment is brought against him? He will be 
fettered in chains, MEANING THAT HE WILL BE IMPRISONED AND 
BROUGHT TO TRIAL, and no merit will be there to save him. Then he 
will be "like the birds that are caught in the snare, so are the sons of 
men snared in an evil time" (Kohelet 9:12). Thus, before man departs 
from this world, both the body and the soul suffer many 
chastisements before they are separated from each other, and no 
one is there to care ABOUT IT.
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3. The punishments of the soul and body 
Rabbi Elazar says that when the time comes for the soul to leave the body, it sees the Shechinah and goes toward Her with joy, but if the person was 
not righteous the Shechinah leaves the soul to mourn, separated from its body and from the Shechinah. Afterwards both soul and body are 
punished and then purified.

10. When that time comes, WHEN THE SOUL must depart FROM THE 
BODY, the soul does not leave the body until the Shechinah shows 
Herself to it. Then it goes out from the body in joy and love of the 
Shechinah to meet Her. If a man is righteous, he cleaves and bonds 
himself to Her. If not, the Shechinah departs FROM HIM and his soul 
is left behind, mourning over its separation from the body. It is 
similar to what is said about the cat which will not be driven away 
from the fire: 'Sharpen Your knife and it shall follow you', FOR IT 
WILL THINK THAT YOU ARE GOING TO CUT MEAT, AND SO IT WILL 
BE DRIVEN AWAY FROM THE FIRE. THUS, THE SOUL DOES NOT 
WANT TO SEPARATE FROM THE BODY BUT WHEN THE 
SHECHINAH SHOWS HERSELF TO IT, IT LEAVES THE BODY.
 

 

11. Afterwards, both the soul and the body are punished by the hand 
of THE ANGEL Dumah. The body is sentenced to the grave until it 
returns to dust, and the soul IS SENTENCED to the fire of Gehenom 
in several trials until its time comes to be punished. After being 
punished, the time comes for it to be purified. The soul comes out of 
Gehenom and is cleansed of its sins like an iron whitened in the fire. 
ANGELS ascend with it until it arrives at the Lower Garden of Eden, 
where it is cleansed in the water and perfumed with its spices, as 
written: "Perfumed with myrrh and frankincense" (Shir Hashirim 3:6). 
It stays there until that time is over when it must be far from the 
righteous IN THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN.
 

 

12. When the time comes for it to ascend TO THE UPPER GARDEN 
OF EDEN, it ascends stage after stage until it is brought as a 
sacrifice on the altar, MEANING IT IS BROUGHT TO THE NUKVA OF 
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED AN ALTAR. This is the meaning of, 
"This shall be the Torah of the leper; in the day of his cleansing he 
shall be brought to the priest" (Vayikra 14:2), NAMELY the supernal 
Priest above, WHO IS THE ANGEL MICHAEL. This is the fate of a 
soul that has not been defiled much in this world and that can still be 
healed, AS IT IS SAID ABOVE. Otherwise, "THAT WHICH IS crooked 
cannot be made straight" (Kohelet 1:15).
 

 

13. "This shall be the Torah of the leper." Rabbi Yitzchak opened the 
discussion with the verse: "the sun also rises and the sun also goes 
down" (Kohelet 1:5). We have learned this verse and explained that it 
speaks of the soul of a man. When the soul is with man, then "the 
sun also rises". However, "the sun goes down," REFERS to the time 
when he departs from the world. If he is in a state of repentance, 
then it "hastens to its place where it rises again" (Ibid.). If he is 
righteous, it is written: "And when the sun goes down he shall be 
clean" (Vayikra 22:7), MEANING THAT WHEN "THE SUN GOES 
DOWN," HE DEPARTS FROM THIS WORLD. HE IS PURE AND HE 
"shall afterwards eat of the holy things" (Ibid.).
 

 

 
 
4. He who speaks with an evil tongue 
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Rabbi Yitzchak says that God pardons everything except an evil tongue; one who speaks evil, intending to defile another, is defiled himself. 
Because of the sins of Yisrael, the Other Side was awakened in Jerusalem and it was abandoned by God. Rabbi Yehuda says that the word Metzora, 
meaning 'leper', includes the words Mozi Ra, meaning 'speaks evil', and we learn that the prayers of one who speaks evil never come before God 
until he repents; then he will be cleansed.

14. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, grants pardons 
for all the sins of the world, save the evil tongue, for this man speaks 
evil of another, as written: "This shall be the Torah of the leper (Heb. 
metzora)" (Vayikra 14:2). THAT IS, he speaks evil of his friend, SINCE 
"METZORA" IS SPELLED WITH THE SAME LETTERS AS THE 
WORDS, MOTZI RA (LIT. 'SPREADS EVIL'). Rabbi Chiya said: If 
someone spreads an evil name, all his limbs become defiled and he 
should be shut out, for his evil speech rises aloft and calls down an 
unclean Spirit on him, and he is defiled. He who intends to defile is 
defiled; by the deed below another one is roused.
 

 

15. He opened the discussion, saying: "How is the faithful city 
become a harlot" (Yeshayah 1:21), MEANING HOW can she, who was 
faithful to her husband, become a harlot? "It was full of judgment 
(or: justice)" (Ibid.). Justice is the Holy One, blessed be He, and 
righteousness is the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT. 
Because another aspect was awakened - THE OTHER SIDE WAS 
AWAKENED BECAUSE OF THE SINS OF YISRAEL - the Holy One, 
blessed be He, called 'Justice', departs from her, NAMELY, FROM 
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS'. A spirit of 
murderers abides in her, as it is written: "But now murderers" (Ibid.). 
If that was the fate of Jerusalem, the Holy City, how much more so 
must that be the fate of ordinary men, as it is written: "This shall be 
the Torah of the leper."
  

16. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion saying: "This," MALCHUT, 
shall confront him, the one who spread the evil speech, to punish 
the man who speaks evil, FOR THE WORD METZORA (LIT. 'A 
LEPER') INCLUDES THE WORDS MOZI RA, THAT IS, 'SPEAKS EVIL'. 
"In the day of his cleansing he shall be brought to the 
priest" (Vayikra 14:2). We learn from this verse that the prayer of the 
man who has an evil tongue does not come before the Holy One, 
blessed be He, for the Evil Spirit abides with him. However, if he 
repents, then "in the day of his cleansing he shall be brought to the 
priest... and the priest shall look..." (Ibid. 2-3).
 

 

17. "Then shall the priest command to take for him to be cleansed 
two live clean birds" (Vayikra 14:4). Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yosi 
were staying with Rabbi Shimon. One day, he said to them: It is 
known that a cedar tree IS TIFERET, for it is written, "From the cedar 
tree that is in Lebanon" (I Melachim 5:13). That cedar, WHICH IS 
TIFERET, can strike roots only in Lebanon, WHICH IS BINAH, and we 
have already learned this. BUT what is the point of the "hyssop that 
comes out of the wall" (Ibid.)?
  

 
 
5. "Two clean, live birds" 
Rabbi Shimon says that when a man comes with repentance to be purified, God and the Shechinah return to him.
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18. He opened the discussion, saying: "Then shall the priest 
command to take for him to be cleansed two clean, live birds, and 
cedar wood, and scarlet and hyssop" (Vayikra 14:4). Come and 
behold: when a man worships his Master and studies the Torah, the 
Holy One, blessed be He, rests upon him and the Shechinah joins 
with him. When a man is defiled, the Shechinah departs from him 
and the Holy One, blessed be He, draws away from him. All the sides 
of his Master's Holiness draw away from him and the Defiled Spirit 
rests upon him, as do all the sides of Impurity. When a man comes 
to purify himself, he is assisted. Then after he was purified and after 
repenting all that departed from him, NAMELY THE HOLY ONE, 
BLESSED BE HE, AND HIS SHECHINAH, return to him and rest upon 
him.
 

 

19. Come and behold: it is written, "Then shall the priest command 
to take for him to be cleansed two clean, live birds..." HE ASKS: Do I 
not know that when it says, "two birds," it means that they are 
"live"? WHY IS "LIVE" WRITTEN? HE ANSWERS: It was already 
explained that "live" MEANS actually living, as written, "I beheld the 
living creatures" (Yechezkel 1:15), WHICH corresponds to the place 
from which the true prophets draw inspiration, NAMELY NETZACH 
AND HOD, CALLED 'LOWER LIVING CREATURES'. In regards to, "A 
cedar wood," we have already learned THAT THIS IS TIFERET, and 
"scarlet" is the red side of Gvurah OF THE SHECHINAH, which 
associated with him at first. "Hyssop" is the small Vav, WHICH IS 
YESOD, that gives sustenance to the Congregation of Yisrael, THE 
SHECHINAH. Therefore, "cedar wood and hyssop," WHICH ARE 
TIFERET AND YESOD, go together, MEANING THAT THEY ARE 
CONSIDERED AS ONE. Therefore, Vav and Vav are together as one 
WHEN IT IS UTTERED IN THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, SINCE VAV 
IS PRONOUNCED VAV. One IS above, NAMELY TIFERET, and the 
other IS smaller, NAMELY YESOD, and they are called the upper Vav 
and the lower Vav. All of them - THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, 
WHO IS TIFERET AND YESOD AND THE SHECHINAH - return and 
rest upon him AS BEFORE, for he is purified. Corresponding to 
those THAT RETURN TO HIM, WHICH ARE TIFERET AND YESOD 
AND THE SHECHINAH, are "cedar wood and hyssop and scarlet" 
below, which pertain to that purification, which come down from THE 
SFIROT above.
 

 

 
 
6. "And happy are those who hold her fast" 
From Rabbi Yehuda we learn that the Torah is a "Tree of Life"; Torah means 'showing' - it reveals all that is hidden and unknown. Those people who 
help support students of the Torah with their money are blessed. Those who hold on to the Torah are worthy of having prophets as their 
descendants.

20. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yitzchak were once on their way 
together. They stopped at a certain field to pray and then continued 
along. Rabbi Yehuda commenced a discourse on the Torah and said: 
"She is a Tree of Life to those who lay hold on her and happy are 
those who hold her fast" (Mishlei 3:18). "A Tree of Life" is the Torah, 
which is a great and mighty tree. It is called Torah (lit. 'showing'), for 
it shows and reveals all that was hidden and unknown. IT IS CALLED 
'Life', for all life above is contained in it and issues from it. "Those 
who lay hold on her" are those who are attached to her above and 
below. "Happy are those who hold her fast," are those who throw 
their fill, THEIR PROFIT OF MERCHANDISE, into the purses of 
students of the Torah, AND THEY BECOME WORTHY OF A PART IN 
THEIR PROFIT, as explained.
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21. "Those who hold her fast," MEANS that they become worthy of 
producing CHILDREN WORTHY OF BEING faithful prophets, FOR 
THE TORAH ALLUDES TO TIFERET, WHICH IS THE BODY OF ZEIR 
ANPIN. NETZACH AND HOD, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE 
PROPHETS, ARE LIKE THE LEGS WHO HOLD THE TIFERET, THE 
TORAH, AS THE LEGS HOLD THE BODY. THEREFORE, THOSE WHO 
HOLD THE TORAH ARE WORTHY OF HAVING PROPHETS AS 
DESCENDANTS. "Happy (Heb. me'ushar)" should be pronounced 
merosho, meaning literally 'from his head', HAVING THE SAME 
LETTERS AS MEUSHAR - FOR NETZACH AND HOD support the 
Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, from the top all the way down LIKE 
THE LEGS SUPPORT THE BODY FROM THE TOP ALL THE WAY 
DOWN. The meaning of 'from his head' is the head of all, called 
'head', as it is written: "I was set up from everlasting from the 
beginning (Heb. merosh)" (Mishlei 8:23). This beginning (lit. 'head') is 
Chochmah, for it is the head of the whole body, WHICH IS TIFERET, 
and the body spreads in it to the end of the six directions - WHICH 
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. 
Those "who hold her fast" ARE as written: "His legs are pillars of 
marble" (Shir Hashirim 5:15), WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD. 
Those who put their sales profits into the pockets of students of the 
Torah become pillars of the Torah from its head to the body's end, 
WHICH IS YESOD. All the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, depends on 
THE BODY, WHICH IS THE TORAH, and it is supported and merits 
sons who are fit to be faithful prophets.
 

 

 
 
7. The best man of the King and the best man of the Queen 
Rabbi Shimon explains to Rabbi Yitzchak that Moses is greater than Aaron because Moses is the King's best man and Aaron is the Queen's best 
man; Aaron's duty as high priest is to bring Malchut to perfection. Rabbi Yehuda says that God draws the wicked toward Him so they will repent; if 
they do not, he destroys them even from the World to Come. And yet if they want to be purified they are helped and brought to peace.

22. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion with the verse: "And 
Hashem called to Moses, and spoke to him out of the tent of 
meeting, saying" (Vayikra 1:1). HE ASKS: Why is the word 
"called" (Heb. vaikra) SPELLED WITH a small Aleph? HE ANSWERS: 
The one who abides in the sanctuary, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is the 
one who called MOSES and invited Moses TO APPEAR BEFORE 
HER as one invites a guest. Here, IT IS WRITTEN with a small Aleph 
and in another verse, "Adam, Seth, Enosh" (Divrei Hayamim 1:1) is 
WRITTEN a big one, FOR A BIG ALEPH IS BINAH, which is the 
perfection of all. SMALL LETTERS ARE IN MALCHUT AND THE BIG 
ONES ARE IN BINAH.
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23. Come and behold: there is a difference between Moses and 
Aaron. Which one is superior? HE ANSWERS: Moses is greater, FOR 
Moses is the King's best man and Aaron is the Queen's best man. 
This is like a king who gave his exalted queen a best man to attend 
to her and her house so that the companion would never appear 
before the king without the queen. Thus, it is written about Aaron: 
"Thus (lit. 'with this') (Heb. zot) shall Aaron come into the holy 
place" (Vayikra 16:3), THAT IS, WITH MALCHUT, CALLED 'ZOT', AS 
HER BEST MAN.
 

 

24. Moses WAS the best man of the King. Therefore, he was invited 
to MALCHUT as a guest, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SMALL 
ALEPH IN THE WORD VAYIKRA (LIT. 'CALLED'). Then "Hashem 
spoke to him." Aaron was the best man of the Queen, NAMELY 
MALCHUT, and all his discourse was for the purpose of the King 
making pleasing to the Queen, so that the King would be pleased 
with Her. AARON, who is the best man of the Queen, made a 
dwelling with Her to attend to her house. He was perfected for this 
after the supernal model, AS CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, and was 
called a "High Priest." Whence do we know that? It is written: "You 
shall be a priest forever, after the manner of Melchizedek," (Tehilim 
110:4) MEANING THAT "A PRIEST FOREVER" IS CHESED, AND HIS 
DUTY IS TO BRING MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'MELCHIZEDEK', 
TO PERFECTION.
 

 

25. Therefore, he took everything he needed from the residence of 
the King. And he had to purify all those coming to the house of the 
Queen, so that there would be none who were unclean among those 
who entered the sanctuary. Hence, it is written: "Then shall the 
priest command to take for him to be cleansed two clean, live 
birds" (Vayikra 14:4).
 

 

26. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "He who 
sits in the heavens laughs, Hashem has them in derision" (Tehilim 
2:4). "He who sits in the heavens laughs" is "Isaac (lit. 'he will 
laugh')," who comes from the side of wine, that first smiles and 
laughs and then rages and bewilders. Hence, it says "who sits in the 
heavens," and it is not written, 'who sits (in) heaven', FOR HEAVEN 
IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH INCLUDES CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, 
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. WERE IT WRITTEN 'WHO SITS (IN) 
HEAVEN', I WOULD SAY IT IS ZEIR ANPIN, BUT IT IS WRITTEN: "HE 
WHO SITS IN THE HEAVENS," THAT IS, IN ONE SIDE OF THE 
HEAVEN, WHICH IS GVURAH AND THE ATTRIBUTE OF ISAAC. Isaac 
laughs, THAT IS, laughs and illuminates, and therefore the Judgment 
illuminates and laughs upon the wicked.
 

 

27. Then it is written: "Then shall He speak to them in His wrath, and 
terrify them in His burning anger" (Tehilim 2:5). Such is the way for 
the wicked. The Holy One, blessed be He, at first shines on them and 
shows them favor, as the wine sheds light at first, and then rages 
and kills. The Holy One, blessed be He, draws the wicked to Him, SO 
THEY WILL REPENT. If they turn to Him, all is well. If they do not turn 
to Him, He destroys them and removes them from the World to 
Come. They have no share in it and they are lost to everything. If 
they desire to be purified, they are helped. The Holy One, blessed be 
He, purifies them and brings them close to Him and calls peace upon 
them, as written: "Peace, peace, both for far and near says 
Hashem" (Yeshayah 57:19).
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8. "And if a woman has an issue of her blood" 
Rabbi Chiya talks about the day that God will punish the wicked and take final vengeance on those who oppressed the children of Yisrael. Rabbi 
Shimon says that the wicked cause these judgments to be brought to the world before their time. Yet God adds judgments only to the extent that the 
world is able to bear them. In the time to come God will remove the Unclean Spirit from the world altogether.

28. "And if a woman has an issue of her blood for many days not in 
the time of her menstruation..." (Vayikra 15:25). Rabbi Chiya opened 
the discourse on the verse: "Behold, the day of Hashem comes 
when Your spoil shall be divided in the midst of you" (Zecharyah 
14:1). This verse should have been written, 'Behold the day...will 
come'. Why is it written: "the day comes (also: 'came')"? HE 
ANSWERS: This day has come before the creation of the world, 
MEANING MALCHUT OUT OF WHICH ALL JUDGMENTS COME. On 
this day, the Holy One, blessed be He, will punish the wicked and 
take vengeance on those that afflict Yisrael. That day comes and 
stands before the Holy One, blessed be He, and calls upon Him to 
execute judgment and to destroy the heathens. It receives 
permission, as written: "For I will gather all the nations against 
Jerusalem to battle" (Ibid. 2).
 

 

29. Rabbi Yitzchak said: The Holy One, blessed be He, has two days, 
one that stays with Him, NAMELY GVURAH, and one that comes 
before Him, NAMELY MALCHUT. And with these, He makes war on 
all. When that day, MALCHUT, comes to make war, it unites with the 
other day, WHICH IS GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN. It takes the arms OF 
GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN and supplements ITS OWN arms, "for the 
day of Hashem, Tzva'ot shall be upon every one that is proud and 
lofty, and upon every one that is lifted up that he shall be brought 
low" (Yeshayah 2:12).
 

 

30. Rabbi Shimon cited the verse: "And if a woman has an issue of 
her blood." This verse has the same meaning as the following: "The 
sword of Hashem is filled with blood" (Yeshayah 34:6). MALCHUT IS 
CALLED 'A SWORD' AND ALSO 'A WOMAN', for assuredly she "is 
filled with blood," THAT IS, JUDGMENTS, as written: "an issue of her 
blood many days not in the time of her menstruation." This has the 
same meaning as the verse: "Therefore, Hashem has watched over 
the evil and brought it upon us," (Daniel 9:14) for we have learned 
that by their sins, the wicked cause the Holy One, blessed be He, to 
bring punishments to the world BEFORE THEIR TIME, AND THAT IS 
THE SECRET OF "NOT IN THE TIME OF HER MENSTRUATION." "Or 
if it run beyond the time of her menstruation" (Vayikra 15:25), 
NAMELY, "then I will punish you...more" (Vayikra 26:18). What is the 
meaning of "punish you...more"? THIS MEANS I will increase more 
and more Judgments and add blood to blood, more than there is in 
"the sword of Hashem is filled with blood." THAT IS, THERE ARE 
MORE JUDGMENTS THAN THERE ALREADY ARE IN MALCHUT 
HERSELF, FOR THIS IS THE SECRET OF: "IF IT RUN BEYOND THE 
TIME OF HER MENSTRUATION." THAT IS, MORE JUDGMENTS WILL 
RUN BEYOND THOSE OF HER MENSTRUATION; WHICH ARE, HER 
OWN JUDGMENTS.
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31. It is written: "I will not again curse the ground any more for man's 
sake" (Beresheet 8:21), MEANING I will not again add JUDGMENTS 
to this sword, WHICH IS MALCHUT, but only to the extent that the 
world is able to sustain. HE ASKS: It is written "more," MEANING 
THAT HE WILL SUPPLEMENT JUDGMENTS TO MALCHUT. HE 
ANSWERS: Yet it is written, "I will punish you MORE," not 'destroy', 
WHICH MEANS HE GIVES MORE ONLY TO THE EXTENT THAT THE 
WORLD WILL BE ABLE TO SUFFER. Therefore, it is written: "If it run 
beyond the time of her menstruation," SHE WILL HAVE MORE 
JUDGMENTS THAN SHE HAS OF HER OWN.
 

 

32. "All the days of the issue of her uncleanness" (Vayikra 15:25). 
What are "the days of the issue of her uncleanness"? HE ANSWERS: 
The wicked pollute BOTH themselves and another place with their 
sins, as it is written: "Because he has defiled the sanctuary of 
Hashem" (Bemidbar 19:20). An Unclean Spirit is awakened against 
them. In the time to come, the Holy One, blessed be He, will purify 
Yisrael and remove that Unclean Spirit from the world, as written: 
"For henceforth there shall no more come into you the 
uncircumcised and unclean" (Yeshayah 52:1), and: "And also I will 
cause the Unclean Spirit to pass out of the land" (Zecharyah 13:2); 
out of the land indeed.
 

 

 
 
9. "In the day of prosperity be joyful" 
Rabbi Elazar says that when a man is prosperous he should show himself in public and give kindness to everyone else; then kindness from above 
rests on him. But in times of adversity he should not show himself in case the Judgment that is looming everywhere should fall on him too. Many 
swords hang from the highest sword of judgment, and whoever meets them is harmed.

33. Rabbi Chizkiyah was studying with Rabbi Elazar. One night, they 
rose at midnight to study the Torah and Rabbi Elazar discoursed on 
the following verse: "In the day of prosperity be joyful...Elohim has 
made the one as well as the other..." (Kohelet 7:14). "In the day of 
prosperity be joyful," MEANS THAT when the Holy One, blessed be 
He, lavishes kindness on the world, a man should go to the 
marketplace and show himself before everyone. The Chesed of the 
Holy One, blessed be He, rests upon all, for He shows kindness to 
everybody and increases it in the world. Therefore, a man should 
show himself in public, and he should do kindness so that another 
Chesed FROM ABOVE will rest upon him, as it is written: "In the day 
of prosperity be joyful." He will indeed be joyful.
 

 

34. "But in the day of adversity consider" (Ibid.). It is not written: 'In 
the day of adversity be sad', AS IT IS WRITTEN, "IN THE DAY OF 
PROSPERITY BE JOYFUL," but rather, "in the day of adversity 
consider," MEANING at the time that Judgment looms over the 
world, a man should not show himself in the marketplace and should 
not walk alone. When Judgment looms over the world, it looms over 
all, and whoever meets THE DESTRUCTIVE ANGEL is sentenced by 
that Judgment, as it is written: "Sometimes ruin comes for want of 
justice" (Mishlei 13:23). This is because justice, WHICH IS ZEIR 
ANPIN, departs from righteousness, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and they 
do not dwell within one another, AND HAVE NO INFLUENCE on the 
world. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN, "consider," NAMELY consider and 
be vigilant and watchful on every side and know that Judgment 
abides everywhere. Do not show yourself abroad so that JUDGMENT 
shall not rest upon you. The reason is that, "Elohim has made the 
one as well as the other." Thus, at the time that kindness rests upon 
the world, it rests all over. Also, when Judgment looms over the 
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world, it looms over all. He who chances upon it WILL BE caught.
 

 

35. Come and behold: at the time that Judgment looms over the 
world, many swords, NAMELY LITIGANTS, are suspended from that 
highest sword. They lift up their heads and see that the highest 
sword, NAMELY THE SIDE OF JUDGMENT OF MALCHUT, is red and 
bloody on all sides, THAT IS, WITH JUDGMENTS. Then they decree 
punishments and all SORTS OF swords are aroused, as written: 
"Every man has his sword upon his thigh" (Shir Hashirim 3:8), and, 
"With his sword drawn in his hands" (Yehoshua 5:13). All those 
swords are ready to punish, and whoever meets them is harmed. It is 
written: "Behold now Your servant has found favor in Your sight and 
You have magnified Your mercy which You have shown to me in 
saving my life; I CANNOT ESCAPE TO THE MOUNTAIN" (Beresheet 
19:19). The reason that HE (LOT) WAS AFRAID TO ESCAPE TO THE 
MOUNTAIN was that Judgment looms over all, in towns, deserts and 
around the city.
 

 

 
 
10. "Set me as a seal upon Your heart" 
Rabbi Elazar talks about the Tefilin and their meaning in terms of the seal mentioned in the title verse. When the Tefilin are placed both on the arm 
and on the heart, man makes himself perfect. The topic turns to the time of death when it is so hard for the soul to leave the body; it is just as hard 
for Yisrael to separate from God, so great is their love for Him. We hear that the two lowest grades of Gehenom are Sheol and Ruin. It is said that 
"jealousy is as cruel as Sheol", and this is because it is as hard to escape from Sheol as it is for the jealous person to leave his beloved. When the 
Congregation of Yisrael is jealous for God, her flame sets the world on fire.

36. Rabbi Elazar further discussed the verse: "Set me as a seal upon 
Your heart" (Shir Hashirim 8:6). The Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH 
IS MALCHUT, asked the Holy One, blessed be He, to "set me as a 
seal." "A seal" is the ring seal of Truth. "As a seal upon Your heart" 
is the seal of the Tefilin that a man places on his heart. "As a seal 
upon the arm" (Ibid.) is a dark hand, NAMELY MALCHUT which he 
places on the arm. What is it? It is Isaac, THE LEFT SIDE OF ZEIR 
ANPIN. The Congregation of Yisrael says, "Set me as a seal," but 
should say, 'set me a seal' and not "as a seal." HE EXPLAINS THAT 
"AS A SEAL" means as the head Tefilin, CALLED "A SEAL," whence 
gain, NAMELY THE MOCHIN, comes to the whole body. Therefore, 
the Tefilin is placed both on the arm and on the heart. By so doing, a 
man makes himself perfect, after the supernal model.
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37. "For love is strong as death" (Shir Hashirim 8:6). HE ASKS: What 
is "love is strong as death"? HE ANSWERS: There is nothing so hard 
in the world as the departure of the soul from the body AT THE TIME 
OF DEATH when they must separate. Such is the love of Yisrael for 
the Holy One, blessed be He, that they should never separate. 
Therefore, the hand Tefilin, WHICH IS MALCHUT, combines with that 
on the arm, WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE OF ZEIR ANPIN, and fulfills 
that which is written: "His left hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 
2:6).
 

 

38. "Jealousy is as cruel as Sheol" (Shir Hashirim 8:6). Of all the 
grades of Gehenom, there is no PLACE MORE harsh than Sheol, for 
it descends down BELOW ALL THE GRADES except the one called 
'Ruin', WHICH IS EVEN FURTHER BELOW SHEOL. Both of them are 
combined and they are harder on the wicked than all the others. 
Thus, "jealousy is as cruel as Sheol," for jealousy comes only out of 
love, and out of love comes jealousy. HE WHO IS JEALOUS 
BECAUSE OF HAVING SO LITTLE LOVE IS LIKE ONE WHO IS 
JEALOUS OF HIS WIFE. Whoever is extremely jealous of a beloved 
one finds it more difficult to depart from him than from the level 
called Sheol, the harshest and most difficult level in Gehenom.
 

 

39. "The coals thereof are coals of fire which have a most vehement 
flame" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: What does "coals of fire" mean? HE 
ANSWERS: This is the fire that issues from the Shofar compounded 
of air and water, MEANING THE ILLUMINATION OF THE CHOCHMAH 
THAT ISSUES FROM THE LEFT SIDE, THE SECRET OF THE FIRE OF 
THE BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'SHOFAR'. FOR THAT FIRE, WHICH IS 
THE LEFT SIDE, ALSO INCLUDES TWO SIDES: THE CENTRAL SIDE, 
WHICH IS CALLED 'AIR', AND THE RIGHT SIDE, WHICH IS CALLED 
'WATER'. That flame which burns in the Congregation of Yisrael, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, then sets the world on fire when she is jealous 
for the Holy One, blessed be He. Woe to he who crosses the path of 
that flame, for it will burn them.
 

 

 
 
11. "Cannot quench love" 
Rabbi Elazar gives us two interpretations of "many waters" that cannot quench love. He talks about all the illuminations of the Mochin that God 
gives Yisrael because they love Him. He tells how a man should put on the hand Tefilin in order to combine Chochmah with Chassadim.

40. Rabbi Elazar cited more verses and said: "Many waters cannot 
quench love nor can the floods drown it" (Shir Hashirim 8:7). "Many 
waters," refers to the right arm, WHICH IS CHESED, with which one 
should bind the Tefilin on the left hand to carry out that which is 
written in the verse: "And His right hand embraces me" (Shir 
Hashirim 2:6). FOR THERE IS NO ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH OF 
THE LEFT SIDE UNLESS IT IS COMBINED WITH THE CHASSADIM 
OF THE RIGHT SIDE. There is also another explanation. "Many 
waters" refers to the supernal river, WHICH IS BINAH, from which 
issue lights in every direction, TO THE RIGHT SIDE AND TO THE 
LEFT. All of them flow and emerge from it, as written: "Than the 
noise of many waters" (Tehilim 93:4), MEANING from "the noise of 
many waters," WHICH ARE THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, 
SEVEN VOICES that come out and flow FROM THE SUPERNAL 
RIVER, WHICH IS BINAH. "The floods" ARE THE SFIROT OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, as written: "The floods have lifted up their voice, the floods 
lift up their roaring" (Tehilim 93:3), NAMELY, THE SFIROT OF ZEIR 
ANPIN.
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41. "If a man would give all the substance of his house for 
love..." (Shir Hashirim 8:7) - with which the Congregation of Yisrael 
love the Holy One, blessed be He - "It would be utterly scorned (lit. 
'they will scorn him')" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: IT IS WRITTEN that "they will 
scorn him." It should have been written, 'He will scorn him'. What 
does "they" mean? HE EXPLAINS THAT, "If a man would give," is 
the Holy One, blessed be He, and, "all the substance of his house," 
IS ALL THE ILLUMINATIONS OF THE MOCHIN HE HAS, as written: 
"filled with all precious and pleasant riches" (Mishlei 24:4). "For 
love," IS THE LOVE of the Congregation of Yisrael for Him, WHICH IS 
THE LOVE OF THE RIGHT SIDE - NAMELY, THE UNREVEALED 
CHASSADIM. Yet, He will not be united with her, NAMELY, WITH THE 
LOWER CHOCHMAH IN HER, BY POURING ON HER NOT THE 
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, BUT THE UNREVEALED 
CHASSADIM, WHICH ARE "ALL THE SUBSTANCE OF HIS HOUSE." 
Then, "they will scorn him"; all those battalions and legions above 
WILL SCORN those "precious and pleasant riches," WHICH ARE 
CHASSADIM, for they do not desire them, except when the 
Congregation of Yisrael associate with the Holy One, blessed be He. 
She is crowned with Him, FOR HE SPREADS CHOCHMAH UPON 
HER AND THAT CHOCHMAH IN HER IS CLOTHED IN HIS 
CHASSADIM. Then all the battalions and all the worlds are full of joy, 
light and blessings, as it is written: "His left hand is under my head," 
FOR IT IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. 
"And His right hand embraces me" IS THE SECRET OF THE UNITY 
OF CHOCHMAH WITH CHASSADIM.
 

 

42a. When a man puts Tefilin on his hand, he should stretch out his 
left hand, ON WHICH CHOCHMAH IS POURED, to receive the 
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. He should make a tie 
with his right HAND and embrace her WITH THE CHASSADIM OF 
THE RIGHT, SO THAT CHOCHMAH WILL BE COMBINED WITH 
CHASSADIM to fulfill that which is written in the verse: "His left hand 
is under my head and His right hand embraces me," so as to copy 
the supernal model and be adorned in everything, WITH BOTH 
CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. That man is then whole in 
everything, in the supernal sanctity, and the Holy One, blessed be 
He, calls him: "Yisrael in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3). 
We hear of the seven days of Sukkot, and the numbers seven and 
seventy are emphasized. 
Tosefta
 

 

42b. "It would be utterly scorned (Heb. buz)" (Shir Hashirim 8:7). 
What is 'buz'? IT IS THE INITIALS OF Bet (= two), the second day, 
Vav (= six), the sixth day, and Zayin (= seven) the seventh day of 
Sukkot (the Holiday of Booths), on which water and wine were 
poured, FOR WATER IS THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM AND WINE IS 
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH. During the seven days of Sukkot, 
Yisrael sacrificed seventy bulls to atone for the seventy SUPERNAL 
MINISTERS who are in charge of THE SEVENTY NATIONS. THIS IS 
THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT. THE NATIONS 
HAVE ONLY THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, AND YISRAEL DID 
THIS in order to prevent the destruction of the world by them. Hence, 
it is written: "And on the fifteenth day...you shall offer a burnt 
offering, a sacrifice made by fire" (Bemidbar 29:12-13). 
End of Tosefta
 

 

 
 
12. "Hear the right" 
Rabbi Chizkiyah says that the children of Yisrael are so beloved by God that whenever Malchut comes before Him, He is ready to receive her. We 
learn that every word of prayer ascends through the firmaments to a place that tests how genuine it is; if the prayer is genuine it is brought before 
God to be fulfilled, but if it is not it invokes an alien spirit from the Other Side. Rabbi Elazar says that everyone who studies the Torah at night and 
then comes to praise God in the morning will be happy.
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43. Rabbi Chizkiyah cited the verse: "Hear the right, Hashem, attend 
to my cry..." (Tehilim 17:1). The Congregation of Yisrael is so 
beloved by the Holy One, blessed be He, that whenever she, 
MALCHUT, comes before Him, He is ready to receive her, as written: 
"Hear the right, O Master, attend to my cry, give ear to my prayer." 
David said: 'I am linked with the Congregation of Yisrael, being 
before You as she is.' Therefore, "hear the right, Hashem," first, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS', and afterwards, 
"attend to my cry, give ear to my prayer."
 

 

44. "From lips without deceit" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: What does that verse 
mean? HE ANSWERS: We have learned that every word of prayer 
that issues from a man's mouth ascends aloft through all the 
firmaments to a place that tests whether it is genuine or not. If it is 
genuine, then it is brought before the Holy King to be fulfilled, but if 
not he is driven away and an alien spirit FROM THE OTHER SIDE is 
evoked by it.
 

 

45. Come and behold: it is written of Joseph, "Whose foot they hurt 
with fetters" (Tehilim 105:18). They hurt his foot with fetters "until 
the time that his word came to pass, the word of Hashem had tested 
him" (Ibid. 19). HE ASKS: To whose word does it refer in that verse: 
"Until the time that his word came"? HE ANSWERS: The words of 
Joseph's PRAYER came to heaven and were tested TO DISCOVER IF 
THEY WERE GENUINE, AS WRITTEN: "The word of Hashem had 
tested him," MEANING THAT HIS WORDS WERE TESTED AND 
PURIFIED. Then, "the king sent and loosed him, and the ruler of the 
people let him go free" (Ibid. 20). Meanwhile, morning had arrived.
  

46. Rabbi Elazar cited that verse and said: It is written, "Yet the soul 
(Nefesh) of my Master shall be bound in the bond of life with Hashem 
your Elohim" (I Shmuel 25:29). "The soul of my Master" is 
unspecified and has the same reference as in the verse: "Who has 
not taken My Name (Nefesh) in vain" (Tehilim 24:4), meaning the 
morning is the proper time for the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT CALLED 'NEFESH', to unite with her husband, ZEIR 
ANPIN. THEREFORE, happy are the righteous who study the Torah 
by night and then come IN THE MORNING to unite with the Holy One, 
blessed be He, and the Congregation of Yisrael. Of them, it is 
written: "Let your father and your mother be glad, and let her who 
bore you rejoice" (Mishlei 23:25).
  

 
 
13. There are two spirits 
We read about the Strange Spirit and the Spirit of Defilement that descend to earth whenever men are defiled below. Rabbi Elazar talks about when 
the plague of leprosy is sent to a house and how the house can be purified. He tells how a man who wants to defile himself is defiled by bringing 
upon himself a second Spirit of Uncleanness; he must be destroyed for the world to be purified.

47. Rabbi Elazar cited that verse: "Thus shall you separate the 
children of Yisrael from their uncleanness...when they defile My 
tabernacle that is among them" (Vayikra 15:31). "Thus shall you 
separate" MEANS like a stranger who is a stranger to everyone and 
is not bonded with that which is not his.
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48. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: Come and behold: When men are 
defiled below, they are defiled in every respect, as we have already 
learned. When the Unclean Spirit is roused below, BY DRAWING THE 
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT SIDE FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS, a 
strange spirit arises, FOR the Unclean Spirit below rouses another 
unclean spirit. It obtains permission to go down to the world. HE 
ASKS: What kind of permission DOES IT OBTAIN? HE ANSWERS: 
The same permission of Holiness that formerly ALWAYS came down 
and prevented THAT STRANGE SPIRIT FROM RULING. This spirit is 
no longer there BECAUSE OF THE UNCLEAN SPIRIT. For when it 
leaves, the Judgment, WHICH IS THE STRANGE SPIRIT, is revealed 
and confronts the sinners and augments Judgment. THEN THERE 
ARE two harmful spirits in the world, one is the spirit of Judgment 
NAMELY THE STRANGE SPIRIT and the Spirit of Defilement.
 

 

49. Rabbi Elazar said: Here I must say something that I have learned 
from my father. Come and behold: see what we learned here in 
relation to the plague in the house. When the Unclean Spirit rests 
upon a house and the Holy One, blessed be He, wants to purify that 
house, He sends a plague of leprosy there in order to make them 
denounce each other - THE SPIRIT OF THE PLAGUE FIGHTS THAT 
ONE OF THE UNCLEANNESS. Although the Unclean Spirit is gone 
from the house, that plague does not depart from the house AFTER 
OVERPOWERING THE SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT until the house is 
shattered, stones, timbers, and all. Only then is the place purified.
 

 

50. When a man is defiled and arouses the Unclean Spirit to rest 
upon him and the Holy One, blessed be He, wants to purify the 
world, He arouses AGAINST HIM a spirit of Stern Judgment that 
remains in the world and rests upon that Unclean Spirit. They fight 
each other until He removes THE UNCLEAN SPIRIT from the world. 
That spirit of harsh Judgment OF THE PLAGUE THAT IT CAUSED TO 
DEPART FROM THE WORLD does not depart from the place until it 
is completely shattered, NAMELY THE BODY, the limbs, the bones 
and everything. Only then is the world purified; the Unclean Spirits 
are removed, and the world is in a state of cleanliness.
 

 

51. Therefore, we have learned that when a man wants to defile 
himself, he is indeed defiled, FOR THE SECOND SPIRIT OF 
UNCLEANNESS REMOVES THE FIRST ONE, AS IT IS SAID ABOVE. 
Woe to the man upon whom rests an Unclean Spirit that dwells with 
him in the world, for it is well known that the Holy One, blessed be 
He, desires to remove it from the world; THEREFORE, HE DEFILES 
HIM MORE, AS SAID. Happy are the righteous who are Holy and 
appear before the Holy King in their Holiness, and upon whom a 
Spirit of Holiness rests in this world and in the World to Come. When 
the morning came, they went on their way.
 

 

 
 
14. "And angels of Elohim met him" 
Rabbi Elazar says that during the time that Jacob lived with Laban God did not speak to him, until he was about to leave; then angels met and 
accompanied him on his trip. Both the angels of judgment and angels of mercy combined with him; Jacob is the Central Column that combines 
them both. The angels rescued him from the hands of Esau.
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52. On their way, Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion, saying: "And 
Jacob went on his way, and angels of Elohim met him" (Beresheet 
32:2). "And Jacob went on his way," MEANING that he was going 
towards his father. Come and behold: all the time that Jacob was 
with Laban, the Holy One, blessed be He, did not speak with him. 
Although it is written: "And Hashem said to Jacob, 'Return to the 
land of your fathers and to your kindred'" (Beresheet 31:3), this was 
only at the very end, when he was about to depart from Laban. After 
leaving him, the angels came and met him and accompanied him on 
his way.
 

 

53. Come and behold: it is written, "met him," but it should have 
said, 'He met angels of Elohim', SINCE IT WAS JACOB WHO MET 
THEM. What is the meaning of, "met him"? HE EXPLAINS: They 
came to combine with him. HE asks: What does this mean? HE 
ANSWERS: They came from the side of Gvurah, as written, "Angels 
of Elohim," AND GVURAH IS CALLED "ELOHIM." JACOB saw 
Angels of Mercy coming from another side. Then both the ANGELS 
OF Judgment and THOSE OF Mercy combined with him, FOR JACOB 
IS REFERRED TO AS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH INCLUDES 
WITHIN IT THE LEFT AND THE RIGHT, MERCY AND JUDGMENT.
  

54. Come and behold: at first IT IS WRITTEN, "Elohim's 
camp" (Beresheet 32:3), which is one, and afterwards IT IS 
WRITTEN, "He called the name of that place Mahanayim (lit. 'two 
camps')" (Ibid.), which is two CAMPS. BUT IT WAS PREVIOUSLY 
EXPLAINED THAT one CAMP was from the side of Judgment and 
one was from the side of Mercy. There were angels of BOTH THE 
LEFT and RIGHT sides, FOR JACOB IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN 
AND INCLUDES BOTH OF THEM. Therefore, it is written: "met him," 
BEING THE CENTRAL COLUMN. "And when Jacob saw them (Heb. 
ra'am)" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: Why is it written, "ra'am" as one word, 
which is not usually used. It should have been written, 'ra'ah otam', 
meaning that he saw them, as it is used in Hebrew. The reason for 
this is that he saw THE ANGELS OF MERCY AND JUDGMENT 
cleaved together and bonded to each other. Therefore, it is written, 
"ra'am," TO INSTRUCT THAT THEY WERE COMBINED, and all of 
them came to accompany him and rescue him from the hands of 
Esau.
 

 

 
 
15. "And the first came out red" 
Because Isaac came from the side of stern Judgment, Esau came out with the red color of the side of Judgment. Jacob was from the second drop of 
sperm, that was from the side of Mercy and included both the right and the left. Esau came out from the dross of gold because at the time of Esau's 
conception Isaac's thoughts had been centered on ending the stern Judgment. It is important therefore for a man to concentrate his thoughts on the 
desire of God during the time he mates so that his descendants will be holy. Isaac's intention at the moment of Jacob's conception was connected 
with the mighty tree, Zeir Anpin, the Central Column. From this point of view, Jacob is regarded as the firstborn, and Esau not as important. We hear 
that one day the walls of Jerusalem will reach as high as the Throne of God, and the light of the moon will be as the light of the sun, and the light of 
the sun will be seven times as bright as it is now.
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55. It is written of Esau: "And the first came out red" (Beresheet 
25:25). "And the first," FOR HE IS CALLED 'FIRST'. It is not so that 
Jacob was the first drop OF THE SEED AND ESAU WAS THE FIRST 
TO COME FORTH TO THE WORLD, for it is written: "And the first," 
NAMELY, THE FIRST AT THE TIME OF PROCREATION. It is not 
written, 'first', WITHOUT THE DEFINITE ARTICLE HEI, FOR THEN 
YOU MIGHT SAY THAT HE IS ONLY THE FIRST TO COME FORTH 
AND NOT THE FIRST OF THE SEED. Because Isaac came from the 
side of the Stern Judgment, BEING OF THE LEFT SIDE OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, Esau "came out red," NAMELY, WITH THE RED COLOR OF 
THE SIDE OF GVURAH. If Jacob was the first IN THE INSEMINATION, 
THAT IS, IF THE FIRST DROP OF SPERM WAS JACOB'S, then he 
would have been red, for the first drop LOOKS red AND JACOB WAS 
NOT RED. Thus, JACOB was from the second drop of sperm and he 
did not come out so RED, for that drop OF SPERM came from the 
side of Mercy and INCLUDED this side and that side, BOTH THE 
RIGHT AND THE LEFT.
 

 

56. The drop of sperm of Esau was not like that of Jacob, for that one 
was complete and the other was not. At the time OF THE 
INSEMINATION OF ESAU, Isaac's thoughts were centered on ending 
the Stern Judgment, MEANING AT THE END OF THE LEFT SIDE 
WHERE THE DROSS OF GOLD, NAMELY THE KLIPOT, STARTS. For 
he produced from his own side, the LEFT, lights imprinted on the 
limbs OF ESAU. Hence, Esau WAS filth, NAMELY the dross which 
was melted out of gold.
  

57. Therefore, we have learned that at the time OF MATING, a man 
should meditate on the desire of his Master so that his descendants 
will be holy. You might say that Isaac did not meditate ON 
HOLINESS. This is not so, for he centered his thoughts on Holiness 
and meditate on the end of the place OF THE LEFT SIDE, WHERE 
THE KLIPOT START BUT WHICH PERTAINS TO HOLINESS. When 
the first drop of the sperm came out, IT WAS exactly at that point. 
Therefore, it is written: "all over like a hairy garment" (Ibid.), 
NAMELY JUDGMENTS WHICH ARE CALLED 'HAIR'.
 

 

58. Come and behold: of David, IT IS WRITTEN THAT HE WAS 
"RUDDY," FOR he was created from the beauty of the red COLOR, 
WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE OF BINAH AND WHICH ILLUMINATES 
MALCHUT. He was linked with his Master's sanctity. Therefore, it is 
written: "Now he was ruddy with fine eyes and good looking" (I 
Shmuel 16:12). THE SAME CANNOT BE SAID OF ESAU, FOR HE 
WAS CREATED FROM THE DROSS OF GOLD, WHICH BEGINS AT 
THE END OF THE LEFT SIDE, AS SAID. Indeed, Jacob was the 
firstborn, BEFORE Esau, not through the drop OF SPERM but 
because the intention DURING MATING was connected with the 
huge and mighty tree, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN. Esau CAME FROM THE DIRECTING OF DESIRE, at the 
place which is the ending of all, NAMELY, THE PLACE WHERE 
HOLINESS ENDS, FOR THERE THE KLIPOT BEGIN. FROM THAT 
ASPECT, JACOB IS REGARDED AS THE FIRSTBORN AND THE 
FIRST, AND ESAU WAS SMALLER THAN HIM. Therefore, it is 
written: "Behold, I will make you small among all the nations; you 
are greatly despised" (Ovadyah 1:2).
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59. Rabbi Yehuda taught that Esau is called "first," as it is written: 
"And the first came out red." The Holy One, blessed be He, is called 
"first" as it is written: "I am the first and I am the last" (Yeshayah 
44:6), "and with the last, I am he" (Yeshayah 41:4). The "first" will 
one day punish the "first," meaning THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE 
HE, WILL PUNISH ESAU and build THE TEMPLE, WHICH IS CALLED 
'first', as written: "A glorious throne exalted from the beginning (lit. 
'first')" (Yirmeyah 17:12). Of the days to come, it is written: "A 
harbinger (lit. 'first') to Zion will I give, behold, behold them, and to 
Jerusalem a messenger of good tidings" (Yeshayah 41:27).
 

 

60. We have learned that one day the walls of Jerusalem will reach 
on high to the Throne of the King, as it is written: "At that time they 
shall call Jerusalem the Throne of Hashem" (Yirmeyah 3:17). Then, 
"the light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun, and the light of 
the sun shall be sevenfold" (Yeshayah 30:26). FOR THE LIGHT OF 
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'THE MOON', WILL BE AS THE LIGHT 
OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED 'THE SUN', AND THE LIGHT OF 
THE SUN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, WILL BE SEVENFOLD MORE 
THAN IT IS NOW. Then, "on that day, Hashem shall be One and His 
Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9). 
Blessed be Hashem forever and ever. Amen and Amen. Hashem will 
reign forever and ever. Amen and Amen.
 

 

 
 
16. "Two young deers" 
Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi hear a voice coming from a cave that speaks about two young deers and says they are the holy camp that Jacob met 
on his way. The voice then says that those two were Abraham and Isaac. Rabbi Elazar sees his father's image, and it says that the voice is a mouth 
which speaks great things. Rabbi Shimon also says that the souls of the righteous, who are holy angels, come to the righteous to save them. 
Although Isaac was alive when he was about to be sacrificed on the altar, his soul was taken to the Throne of God, after which time his eyes were 
dim. 
Tosefta (Addendum)

61. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi his father-in-law were on their way 
from Osha to Lod. Rabbi Yosi asked Rabbi Elazar whether he had 
heard from his father an explanation of the verse written of Jacob: 
"And Jacob went on his way and angels of Elohim met 
him" (Beresheet 32:2). He latter replied that he did not know. When 
they arrived at the cave of Lod, they heard a voice that said: 'Two 
young deers have pleased me by fulfilling My desire; these are the 
holy camp that Jacob met on his way'. Those words made Rabbi 
Elazar very excited, and he then said: Master of the Universe, such 
are His ways, for it is better for us not to hear. I hear yet do not 
comprehend.
 

 

62. Then a miracle happened to him and again he heard the same 
voice saying to him that those two were Abraham and Isaac. Then he 
fell to his face and his father's image appeared before him. He said 
to him: Father, I have asked ABOUT THE TWO DEERS, and was 
answered that they were Abraham and Isaac; they met Jacob when 
he was saved from Laban. He said to him: 'Son, release that which 
was cut off and accept your NEW source. It was a mouth which 
speaks greatly.' Furthermore, the souls of the righteous, who are 
holy supernal angels, come to all the righteous to save them.
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63. Come and behold: Isaac was alive at that time, but his holy soul 
was taken to the Throne of his Master when he was to be sacrificed 
on the altar. After that, his eyes were dim, as it is written: "Were it 
not that...the fear of Isaac had been with me" (Beresheet 31:42). 
End of Tosefta
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